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Subject: FW: BHCC Consultation - Publication of CIL Draft Charging Schedule and relevant 
evidence

From:  
Sent: 30 April 2018 2:21 PM 
To: PlanningPolicy 
Subject: RE: BHCC Consultation - Publication of CIL Draft Charging Schedule and relevant evidence 

Dear Sir/Madam 
Your Draft Charging Schedule was recently considered by our Planning & Highways Committee and they have no 
comment to make. 

Regards 

From: PlanningPolicy [mailto:PlanningPolicy@brighton-hove.gov.uk]  
Sent: 27 March 2018 15:00 
Subject: BHCC Consultation - Publication of CIL Draft Charging Schedule and relevant evidence 

Dear Sir/Madam 

Re: BHCC Consultation - Publication of CIL Draft Charging Schedule and relevant evidence 

As a designated neighbourhood area adjoining the Brighton & Hove City Council boundary, I am 
writing to inform you that we are publishing and consulting upon a Draft Charging Schedule (DCS) for 
a Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL), in line with CIL Regulations 2010 (as amended). The DCS 
and Statement of the Representations Procedure are attached and I invite representations from you 
on this draft charging schedule. Please could you cascade this invitation to make 
representations within your organisation.  

The consultation period is open for 6 weeks between 28 March 2018 and 8 May 2017. 

The DCS, Statement of Representation procedure and relevant evidence can be inspected and 
commented on through the consultation portal.  

www.brighton-hove.gov.uk/DCS-consultation 

Our Developer Contribution webpage includes a section on CIL (you may need to scroll down). The 
DCS, relevant evidence, response forms and statement of representations procedure are also 
available on this webpage for viewing or download.  

Kind Regards 

Clare Flowers MRTPI 
Principal Planning Officer  
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From:
Sent: 14 June 2018 06:29
To:
Subject: URGENT  RPC RESPONSE TO CIL DRAFT CHARGING SCHEDULE  

Dear 

Please see below the Parish Council's representations on the Draft Charging Schedule for CIL. 

I trust you will be able to take it into account as I have just realised that I meant to send it yesterday but it 
slipped my mind until early this morning..  

Thank	you	for	providing	the	Rottingdean	Parish	Council	(RPC)	the	opportunity	to	make	
representations	on	the	Draft	Charging	Schedule	for	a	CIL.	

The	RPC	welcomes	the	introduction	of	CIL	in	Brighton	&	Hove	City	Council	and	is	in	broad	
agreement	with	the	proposed	Charging	Schedule.	

Page	6	of	the	paper	Community	Infrastructure	Levy,	March	2018	contains	a	paragraph	
headed	Parish	and	Neighbourhood	Fund,	which	describes	how	a	percentage	of	the	levy	“are	
to	be	spent	on	priorities	that	should	be	agreed	with	the	local	community	in	areas	where	
development	is	tasking	place.”	

The	RPC	is	working	hard	to	finalise	its	Neighbourhood	Plan	and	aim	to	have	this	in	place	at	
the	latest	by	19/20.		

In	the	event	that	the	NP	is	made,	the	RPC	would	wish	to	clarify	to	what	extent	it	is	envisaged	
the	charging	authority	BHCC,	can	influence	the	Parish	Council’s	priorities?	Where	s106	
contributions	continue	the	RPC	would	wish	to	be	able	to	influence/agree	how	such	monies	
should	be	spent.	

Page	9	of	the	paper	Section	106	Planning	Obligations	talks	about	once	the	CIL	charging	
schedule	is	adopted,	developers	will	still	be	expected	to	provide	0n‐site	/	site‐specific	
infrastructure	which	is,	necessary	to	make	the	development	acceptable	in	planning	terms,	
directly	related	to	the	development	and	fairly	and	reasonably	related	in	scale	and	kind	to	the	
development	through	a	s106	obligation.		It	goes	onto	to	list	areas	where	s	106	contributions	
will	be	scaled	back	and	where	s106	contribution	to	remain	secured	via	s106	for	on‐site/	site‐
specific	provision.	

No	item	on	a	Regulation	123	infrastructure	list	will	be	eligible	for	s106	contributions	to	avoid	
“double	dipping”		
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The	Draft	infrastructure	List	March	2018	covers	11	broad	areas,	and	refers	to	off‐site	activity.	
Within	Rottingdean	Village	the	on	or	off	site	distinction	will	require	careful	definitions	to	be	
made.	

There	is	one	large	potential	development	within	Rottingdean	at	present	,	St	Aubyns	School,	
which	does	not	yet	have	planning	permission.	If	the	case	is	not	completed	when	CIL	is	
introduced	is	it	right	to	assume	that	CIL	would	apply?	

	Regards	
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Part B:Your Representation

Please use the space below to provide detailed comments

Please use a separate section of Part B for each representation (to follow on the next page)

1) The levy for shopping unit developments is proposed at £50. The consultation report itself states about the
proposed Churchill Square redevelopment, “A £50/sq. m CIL charging rate is considered likely to amount to a CIL
liability (high-level estimate) of between approximately £1 and 2m, which represents only a very small proportion of
the development value or cost considered likely to be relevant in this instance.”Yet in another part of the consultation
report, it states, “As seen in other forms of development, the viability outcomes reflecting the larger format retail
types (retail warehousing and foodstores/supermarkets) were considered sensitive to adjusted investment assumptions,
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potentially affecting values and leading overall to a range of potential outcomes reflected by the rate as proposed,”
which would seem to be saying that such developments are very price-sensitive.Which is it and why is the proposed
CIL lower than other cities of comparable size have set or are proposing? 2) The Brighton Marina Inner Harbour
and King Alfred Leisure Centre/RNR site are both proposed to be zero rated because the “proposal is to be reflected
in the DCS, and is consistent with the level of abnormal costs that to date have been shown to create a viability
deficit.” Have you actively proved that other developments are not beset with a level of abnormal costs? For example,
QUOD Agents for the gasworks site state “Former Gasworks sites are unique in both use and character and have
extremely high abnormal and technical costs, such as remediation, acknowledged by The City Plan.” But the council’s
response is “It is not considered that this site specific requirement would be an obligation so abnormal or significant
as to require a separate CIL rate, with CIL being a relatively small influence on overall development viability (and
therefore not likely to render an otherwise viable site unviable in any event).” If it is a relatively small influence in
this case, why is that not so for the Marina and King Alfred? We do note that “Where viability is clearly and robustly
shown to be under too much pressure at the delivery stage, the overall package of obligations can be considered
and reviewed if necessary,” but it is not clear how this will be effected. Will it be the same as for S106 agreements?
In your response to Jones Lang LaSalle Ltd for University of Brighton, you state there is “a need to ensure that the
approach to setting CIL charges cannot be ‘personalised’ according to potential varying or particular procurement
or ownership / investment models etc.” This appears to contradict the pledge to review obligations if necessary. 3)
All other development uses are proposed to be zero rated. Is this designed to exempt the proposed Black Rock
conference centre development, apart from its inevitable shopping spaces? In the consultation report it is stated
that “Where a development use has a proposed £1/sq. m charge this is informed by the viability evidence pointing
to insufficient financial scope for that use to bear a CIL charge”. Does that apply to the proposed Black Rock arena?
4) In your response to GL Hearn for JTC (owners, Churchill Square), you state that “The conference centre element
would in any event be subject to nil-rating within as per the PDCS rate for other development uses.” Does this mean
there is a Plan B for the conference centre, to keep it within the Churchill Square development? 5) The draft
infrastructure and R123 list details 11 infrastructure types or projects that “may” be funded by the CIL and is said to
provide “transparency about what the council intends to fund through the levy”. It doesn’t. Given that only £2 million
a year is expected to be generated, this is a long wish list that contains no detail at all on the weighting given to each
of the 11. The document states “the list does not imply any preference or priority”. As it stands, this is more than
thin as a justification for the CIL. Is it simply a statement that if in any year, money is a bit short to do something,
the CIL can be raided? From this document it is not possible to understand on what the money is to be spent or the
reasons for spending that money. 6) In your reply to the North Laine Community Association, querying the fact that
there is no definition of a neighbourhood area, you state, “The council will engage with those communities outside
parish councils where development has taken place and agree with them how best to spend the neighbourhood
funding.” What form would this engagement be? In your response to West Hove forum you state, “Neighbourhood
forums will have an influence over how funds are spent in their area.” How is “an influence” defined? 7) There is
only one parish council (Rottingdean) and three other designated neighbourhood areas (Brighton Marina Business
Neighbourhood Area and Forum, Hove Station Area and Hove Park Area). In these cases the consultation on
neighbourhood spending will presumably be made via the neighbourhood forum. Will there be any guidelines to
influence spending decisions? 8) The map of these areas
(https://www.brighton-hove.gov.uk/sites/brighton-hove.gov.uk/files/City%20Wide%20NAs%20map%20July%202015.pdf)
was not included in the consultation document. It shows that the vast majority of the city has no forums. How will
‘communities’ be defined and engaged with? Will they relate to council wards, traditional neighbourhoods, the same
limited range of addresses as are consulted over planning applications, or another ad hoc arrangement? You state,
“The council will engage with those communities outside parish councils where development has taken place and
agree with them how best to spend the neighbourhood funding.” This begs the question of how engagement will
take place.You also state, “Neighbourhood forums will have an influence over how funds are spent in their area.”
What does “an influence” mean? You further state, “CIL regulations require that a meaningful proportion of revenue
raised by development is allocated back to those neighbourhoods.” How much is meaningful? 9) What is the status
of the Regulation 123 list? How will decisions be made about allocation of CIL receipts to infrastructure types? Will
there be any public consultation about priorities and if so how will this be conducted? You write that, “It will be noted
that the Draft Regulation 123 List framework of items that may be funded by CIL will be released for consultation to
support the DCS.” When will this be? 10) Is there a costed summary of infrastructure requirements to which the
remaining 75-85 per cent of CIL receipts will be applied? We cannot find any reference to costings. If so, have the
costings been used to determine the reasonably expected receipts of the proposed charging schedule? If not, does
the charging schedule relate in any way to predicted costs of the Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP)? 11) Will you
respond to a resident’s comment “Why is purpose built student space exempt and Sheltered Housing not exempt?”

Do you wish to make a further representation?
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